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-Considering how to embed
approaches such as worked
examples into lesson planning
and preparation in a
purposeful way. 
-Taking time to evaluate the
effectiveness of these
approaches 'on the ground'
and considering their
individual cohort and pupils. 

TEACHER IMPLICATIONS

REFLECTION

QUESTIONS

Cognitive Science Approaches in the Classroom: A Review
of the Evidence (EEF 2021)

-Having a sound understanding ofhow their particular subject or areais affected by the impact of cog-scitechniques. (see below)
-Supporting teachers to map out
learning material in a way that
incorporates some of these
principles e.g. spaced learning 
-Considering where a particular
approach may support learning in apurposeful way e.g. how can the
impact of interleaving be
leveraged?
-How can middle leaders support
colleagues in preparing high-qualitylesson resources e.g. worked
examples?
-Ensuring best practice is
disseminated and shared

- Ensuring staff have a sound
understanding of the theory, are

equipped to deliver the theory,

can target the theory effectively

through their teaching and have

the time and space to evaluate

the effectiveness of the theory

when applied to the classroom.

(see below)
-Creating adequate time and

space for professional
development linked to these
findings. 
-Ensuring these approaches are

embedded more widely as part

of whole-school initiatives as

opposed to ad-hoc. E.g. what is

the interplay between
assessment and retrieval
practice?

SENIOR LEADER

IMPLICATIONS  

MIDDLE LEADER
IMPLICATIONS

 
THIS REPORT SUMMARISES THE CONTENTS OF A LONGER SYSTEMATIC,

EVIDENCE AND PRACTICE REVIEW PRODUCED BY A TEAM FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND. THE REPORT IS AN EVIDENCE

SUMMARY 'ON THE IMPACT OF COGNITIVE SCIENCE APPROACHES WHEN
APPLIED IN THE CLASSROOM...FINDINGS FROM TWO AREAS OF COGNITIVE
SCIENCE HAVE BEEN ESPECIALLY INFLUENTIAL: COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY,

WHICH IS UNDERPINNED BY INTERPRETIVE, BEHAVIOURAL, AND
OBSERVATIONAL METHODS, AND COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE, WHICH IS

UNDERPINNED BY BRAIN IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES. ' 
 

'THE KEY MESSAGE HERE IS THE IMPORTANCE OF NUANCE. PRINCIPLES
FROM COGNITIVE SCIENCE ARE NEITHER MYTHS TO BE DISCOUNTED,
NOR SILVER BULLETS THAT DIRECTLY TRANSLATE INTO ACCELERATED

PROGRESS. ' PROFESSOR BECKY FRANCIS (CHIEF EXECUTIVE, EEF) 

Theories of effective learning have been derived from both cognitive science
and cognitive neuroscience. These include:
1) Spaced learning - distributing learning and retrieval opportunities over a
longer period of time rather than concentrating them in ‘massed’ practice;
2) Interleaving- switching between different types of problem or different
ideas within the same lesson or study session;
3) Retrieval practice-using a variety of strategies to recall information from
memory, for example flash cards, practice tests or quizzing, or mind-mapping
4) Strategies-to manage cognitive load—focusing students on key
information without overloading them, for example, by breaking down or
‘chunking’ subject content or using worked examples, exemplars, or
‘scaffolds’; 
5) Dual Coding -using both verbal and non-verbal information (such as
words and pictures) to teach concepts; dual coding forms one part of a wider
theory known as the cognitive theory of multimedia learning (CTML).

1) How can teachers be supported in having a
working knowledge of cognitive science
principles?
2) How can teachers be supported in applying
these principles and bridging the gap between
the knowledge of these and their day-to-day
teaching and learning?
3) How can professionals leading teaching
consider the interplay between the different
approaches and embed these into pedagogical
practices, in turn supporting teachers to do the
above? 
4) How can teachers be facilitated to regularly
evaluate the impact of these principles? 


